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INTRODUCTION

4h.

The term "competency" represents thE accomplishment of a selected otijec-
tive and the demonstration of the abilities and knowledge necessary to performthat objective. A competency-bas,ed teacher education (CBTE) program specifies
the cbmpetencies students must demonstrate, indicates clearly the criteria tobe used to assess the competencies, and holds .the student accountable for
meeting those criteria. If teacher certification, or completion of a teacher
education'program, is an endorsement of effectiveness as a teacher of young
children and their families, then careful use of ,CBTE programs in the certifi-
cation procebs may be a strong techaque to ensure the veracity of that en-dorsement. Since CI3TE differs from the broad objectives of traditional .
teacher ethicatibn, many° professionals _believe that completion of a competency::
based program provides far more information about a student's ability to teach
or to work with children than do course grades.

.
.9Differences between the traditional approach to training teachers and ,the competency-based approach have been described by Slewart, Denson, andStone (1976), who developed a CBTE early childhood program at the University

of Hotiston. Traditional-teacher education, primarily campus-based and
leclure-oriented instruction, seldom specifies exactly what 'students need todo to *become .effective teachers., While a traditional teacher education pro-
gram might cite as 'a performance objective that the student will "understandhow to choose assessment measures for young children at different develop-.
mental leverS," the competency-based program may specify the following objec-
ttve: "Froin a selectidn.of five instruments, the student will select, admin-
ister, and correctly score an appropriate language assessment measure to three
different children, ages 18 months, 36 months, and 48 months."

Characterized by an emphasis on,cbgnitive competency, .traditional- teacher'education programb tend to be organized with broadly defined goals
usually asessed' by grade-point average rather than by attainment of,competen-

cies. Traditional programs tend to.limit learning options to lectures and
reading, references. Considerable attention is paid to eztrance screening ofteac er candidates. Some professidnals equate competency-bdsed teacher educe-tion field-based experiences where stVer4s spend practicum time in
clasSroom working with children and thleif teachers. However, competency- .,

,
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based education is more than moving education students into the schools or
other sites where children dre serVed.

.
This paper will present a discussion of existing CBTE..programs, proce-

dures* used to identify and develop competencies, criteria used' to evaluate
competencies, and content of competencies which presently exist. A discussion
of the relationship of competencies to teacher certification and training pro.,
grams at universities will be presented.

Competencies from over 20 programs representing 10 states were eXamined
to prepare this paper. Early childhood special education experts were con-
tacted to determine the currant activity in cdinpetency development not yet
represented in the literature. The paper was written using information from
raw data (the actual competency-based programs themselves), a review of

'related literature, and the author's five years of experience developing and -

-implementing a university CBTE program for bachelor and master degree students
training to work with handicapped children from birth tO age six years.

THE IMPETUS FOR COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Considerable attention Currently is directed to identibring and trans-
mitting the varied competencies demonstrated by effective teacher§ of young
children with special needs. State teacher certification boards, institutions
which train teachers, and employers are attracted to competency-based teacher
education. One implication of CBTE is that teachers (learners) will develop
What Turecamo (1981) calls "conscious competence," that is, knOwledge of what %

they are doing and why. Teachers with "unconscious competence" get results,
but do not know why. .

e ))

A number of competency-based teacher training programs exist across the
country to train teachers of handicappe&children, from birth tosix years, or
fifom age three to eight years. A group of infant intervention experts is now
formulating a set of specific competencies for those who work in programs for _/

infants. 1

State departments of education recogni-CBTE's potential to provide a
new apprOac.h to certificailon. Houston and ,Howsam (1972) reported that by,
early 1472, 17 states either had announced certification changes based on
competencies or had declared their intent to do so. In 1982, some stittes
identified- competencies which must be met--to some degree--by those who wish
to be certified. However, prololems with the competenefes are many. Somet
competencies for state certification are stated in a general way and cannot be
Measured. Other Compietencies have been identified but are not related to
coursework offered by the colleges, and universiiie's that Operate the teacher .

education programs.

1INTERACT Personnel Preparation and Training Task Force Meeting, Shirley
Zeitlin, chair, February 10-12, 198,2, LOs Angeles, California.
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS -OF CBTE

Elam (1971) discussed these essential elements of competency-based
teacher education: ,competencies are derived from concepts of the teacher's
role; competencies are described explicitly in behayioral terms; \competenciesare made public in advancei, and competencies must be demonstrated by the indi-vidual student: -Accordingto Elam, assessment c'riteria' are c ngruent with the

! specified competencies; are stated explicitly in terms of mastery levels; aremade public in advance; are designed to measure erformance;J and are negotia-ble. Further, demonstration of the competency, rather than assage of time or'the nature of the course description, determines the student's rate of pro-gress. By its very natui.e, the instructional program.provides an appropriate
framework' to develop and assess specific competencies.

According to Elam (1971), 'a number of charaCteristics are important forsuccess of a CBTE program:

** Instruction is individualized.
alf *

**

**

**

**

The primary instructional component is the module--"a set of l'earning
activities intended to help the student achieve and demonstrate, anobjective or set of objectivee (Arends, Masla,. and Weber, 1973,p. 3).

4 e ' , .Formative feedback about the student's progress is possible when
competencies are stated in objective and measurable terms. v

. 4Lea,rning is expected to occur through a series of coordinated experi-
ences. The nature of Achievement's prior to entrance into a prOgram,
is not nearly as important as the emphasis on the students' mastery
level at the:end ff the program. ..
A system to evaluate the entire CBTE program must be in place.

Input on decisions to maintain or change specific components of the
prOgram should come from faculty, students, and supervising field-site staff.

A mechanism to revise, retain, or delete competencies also hiust be
established.

competency ForMit

The competencies/identified as objectives for teachers of young handi-
mapped children frequently are stated in functional terms and are related to abroad set of behaviors/-.4for example, 'demonstrates skills in behitvior manage-'inent." More specific \functions follow under this broad goal. For example,
-the University of Wyoqii.n.g's competencies include the following':

,
i

. a Competency 5'1.3.5. Given a "preschool-aged handicapped child" ina field setting, the candidate will pinpoint a behavior needing, alteration, establish il behavioral management program, record/
. i

.
. .-5-
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dis y the data (i.e., chart the behavior) and work with other
professionals to carry .aut the program.

At the next level, .simples of appi:opriate behavior which can be decnon-
strated to meet competency 5.4.5 can be listed and at the same tide can pro-
vide the basis for a student's self-rating and an instructor's observation and
rating which occur in a field site.

There are accepted conventions used to classify the varitlis behaviors
which are a part of successful teaching-of young handicapped.'c hildren. Compe
tencies include knowledge objectives, ability or skill objectives,(appl4cation
of various knowledge objectives), and attitude objectives. Though knowledge
objectives are essential, even entry-level teachers mpst be able`to apply that
knowledge in their worlc. Therefore, application objectives most precisely
identify desirable teaching behavior.

To meet the criteria Elam suggested for competencies, it is useful to
use the conventions, suggested by Mager (1972) in wording competencies. First,
the competency must identify what the teacher will be doing when debonstrating
his or her achievement.. Second, the competency must describe the terminal
behavior and- the important conditions under which the behavior is to occur
(including restrictions and limitations). Third, the competency must define
criteria of acceptable performance. -

If competencies are identified by state-level agencies, they probably
will be stated at the first and second level of specificity described above.
Competencies intended to serve as a basis for teacher certification must be
specific enough to allow teacher trainers to go further and develop precise
ways to describe terminal, behaviors and to measure whether or not the learner
actually demonstrates the competence.

METHODS TO IDENTIFY COMPETENCIES: CONSENSUS AND MODEL BUILDING

S.,

The underlying assumption of competency-based teacher education is that
the identified ccimpetencies are irldeed the.specific skill §. that effective

* .teaphers must poSsess.', But we must-ask, How are competencies,identihed? HoW
can we be sure That the competencies chosen are the criticai ones7-the one
that really make a 'difference in the progress of children?

.

Consen'sus Approach

The time-honored proceSs to identify competencies in teacher e ducation
has been what Di6k and hiS associates (1981) labeled "the consensus approach."
In one format or another, the consensus approach involves asking teachers and
experts in the field to identify the critical skills that must be mastered.
Both'teachers and experts are asked what they think they do successfully.
Providing information about actual performance is not part of the scenarid.

-6-
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The inherent danger in'the consensus'approach is the assumpftIonr that ex-
perts know whatgbod teaching really is. .Most experts think they qo Acnbw, yet
in a study by Fredericks et al.' (1977), the amount of time actualley spent on

"instructiOnal activities and the number of activities which were task-analyzed
were more important in determining *child progress than were some of the pore
accepted teaching behaviors. Neither of these factors was identified in the
competencies examined during preparation of'this paper.

.

a recent article in The Edudatiohal Researcher, Arnold 'Gallegos
(1981) suggeats there is a need for 'new research-on the nature4 of good teach-
ing. Gallegos points to the tentative '"blit provocativ4Vindings of Cokpr et
al. (1080) which indicate that "much of what has been sanctioned as worhwhite
practice in.educational settings.... may, in fact, be detrimental:" °It is;
important to note that Coker's work was not carried but with young handicapped
children, therefore his results cannot be patently applied to early.childhood
settings.

However, Bruner (1982) alpo irnplies that there are other questions to
ask about good 'teaching of young children. Bruner noted that research con-
firmed some common wisdom related to group size, abut also disproved a great
dealtf common wisdom. In an interview Bruner said:

For example, the cant of the play-group movement was "Eepp the
adult off the child's back.; let the child do it spbntaneously."
We found that the ipresencits'of an adult is important. Play...*
bouts are longer, language is richer, and you don't get .the
Lord-of-the-Flies 'phenomenon, in which the child en turn mean.

' (Bruner and Hall, 4982, p. 62)

Bruner also indica ed that his research showed m terials such as sand,
clay, arid water, usually considered the basis of pre ool activities, did,not.
lead to the complex play That was associated wi oys that challenge children
(such as structured materials and activitieskire puzzles, bloc1s, 6r drawing).

"- The fact that resdartshers are questioning the accepted practices known
as igood teaching would suggest that those who train or hire early childhood
personnel should look carefully at the nature' of the competencies identified
as critical. Perhaps our approach of "asking the experts" and the accompany-
ing .outcome do not match the set that would emerge if cOmpetencies were dev,el-
oped from actual observation of effective teaching over a wide range of
teachers, children, and learning settings. 'Each, set of 'competencies examined
for tliis paper was developed using the consensus approach.

Because there is no systematic-, formal observation Of teachers on the
iob, the consensus approach of identifying critical competencies is somewhat
similar to "armchair" analysis (Dick et al., 1981). It is a self-report sys-
tem which depends heavily on the assumption that teachers and experts agree
that the competencies are complete, acceptable, valid, and useful. Dick and
his colleagues point out tlitit the consensus method may give a high rating to
socially Acceptable s1ills, while at the same time.negate competencies that
are not in vogue or well 'understood. This makes it difficult to delete insti-

stutionalized but useless compelencie

-7-
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In a study of use,of the consenstis approach, Linder (1980) surveyed 162
direct service programs and state education agencies (SEAs)i and asked them to
rate 41 sugeested coMpetencies. . Linder. found that the highest ranked compe- .

,tency waS in "areas of assesSmelt, " ,followed bY "programmed strategies" and
"working. with parents." "Specific knowledge" and "leadership" were ranked as
least important.
,

Model-Building Approach
, ,

Educators traditionally have used the ponsensus akaroach to determine
the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that an,individual Rust possess to be a
supcessful teacher. However, Dick,and his Colleagues (1981) recommend the
"dodel-buildirig, approach" used by military and industria/ groups. On-the-job
observation and job analysis are used to identify the frequency of skills per
formed and the degree of importance of each skill. Through analysis of these
skills, those that must be ihcluded in- the curriculum and means of assessment
are addressed.

he model-building apprdach involves efforts to determine goals and ,functio s for a system, to determine the:relationships between means and ends,
and to 'prescribe alternative ways to accbmplish goals (Dick et al., 1981).tThe w ole range of competencieS and skills required (identified through on-
the,jo observation and analysis). includes : needs assessment, needs analysis,
plaruing, management, design, imliVery, evaluation, and revision. According

ito Pck, the model-bUilding approach identifies a_wider range of skills..than
does the consensus approach. And the, former identifies curriculum and evalua-
tion procedures. The model-buildinrg apprbach must be considered for use in
early childhood special education. ,

". )6
SOURCES OF COMPETENCY DEiELOPMENT

In this country, there are at least four general sources where competen-
cies are developed. Field sites, university prorams, state boards of educa-
tion, and a&ncies outside the field of teacher education have identified com-
petencies for teachers of young handicapped children.

Field-initiated competencies are developed in service delery programs
and include, but are not limited to, competencies developed by rious demonr
stration models of the HandicappéCChildren's Early Educati Program (HCEEP).
These competencies include those developed by Project KI S, Dallas; the, SE-EC
model, Schaumburg, 'Illinois; the Macomb (Illinois) 0-3 Pr ject; Child 'Develop-
ment Resources, Lightfoot, Virginia; and Project ptim , Quincy, Massachu-.
setts. DeVoid, Hodson, `and Schubert (1977) of the Winston. L. Prouty Center
for Child Development, Brattleboro, Vermont, have, developed a set of in-; .

service competencies far staff.
4 1,

Various departments in colleges and universitie (Special Education,
Health Science, Language and Speech, Er1y.Childhoot1 Physical Education,
Psychology, and Elementary Education) have developed competency-based programs.

-8-
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A. period of rapid development of CBTE programs in this arena occurred between
1979 and 1975. Programs frequently were funded for development put:poses
through grants from the U.S. Department of Education's Bureau of Education for
the, Handicapped (now, Special Education Programs) Personnel, Preparatitin Divi-
sion and the U.S. Rehabilitation Services administration. Examples of these
programs include: Ohio State UniversitY t1974_, 1975); California,State Uni-
versity (Gorelick, 1975); Virginia UniVersity (Mann,' 1974); City University of
New York (Cohen, 1975); University of Washington (Office of Field Experienqes,
1973).; University of Missouri.,(Gautt, 1981); and Western Illinois University
(Hutinger, 1981).

White' and Watts (1973) and their colleagues at Haryard Uni'versity
studied the deVelopment of overall competence in young children (1973) and
described basic elements ot adult competencies for interaction with young
children'. Their work, which has implications for competency development,
resuAed from a researCh. approach that shareeelements of the model-building
approach. Careful analysis Of hours of observation of child-qtdult interaction
identified adult behaviors that produced competent children.

Stale agencies in a few states (West Virginia/. Wisconsin, Caliiornia,
New York, and Maine) have,initiated cbmpetencies*tarmarked for Leacher prepar-.
ation programs: Somd of these efforts have been the result of State Implemen-
tation' Granl dctivities funded by U.S. Special Education Programs.

Agencies anOnatitutionS outside 'the field of teacher edtication have
also' developed competencies for teachers of .young children. The Child Devel-
opment AsSociate Consortium (CDA), a credential=granting group, has been, work-
ing to ensure that competencieS are demonstrated -by earegivers in Head Start, -

nursery sehools, and day care centers. The Wyoming Department of Health and
Social Services hasisbued competencies for developmental center personnel.
The CDN credential and the Wyoming competencies intend to provide standards
personnel must meet to, be hired to= Kork irr early childhood settings.

Recently, he Texas"Developmental Disabilities Program developed a
Critical Characteristics Inventory for EEirly Intervention Services (Lowry,
1981) which can be used for both sUnImative and formative evaluation of early
intervention programs. The inventory includes sections that' refer directly to

4teacher competencies.

CONTEN't 'OF COMPETENCIES

Examination of the content -of competencies shows great similarities
across programs.. Differences occur in the nature of activities in which the
content is demonstrated. Differences also occur in the degree to which the
competencies canbe measured. Most progetims include these areas: child
development (typical and atypical). classroom .management, assessment, program

,design and planning, teacher-child relationships and management, staff and co-
worker relations, professional work. habit§ ; parent relationships, Community
relationships, advocacy,-and resources (Gorelick, 1974). Some competeneies
include self improvement (Miller, 1977). Though operational definitions for

L9
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affective behavior can be developed, few competencies yelate to this idea.
Wisconsin includes a most important attribute: "a sense of humor."

RELATIONSHIP TO STATE CERTIFICATION PROdgf)URES

IfRespOnsibility for the determindtion of appropriate competencies for
school-aged children tends to reside within iite schools and within c,olleges of
education. The case Is somewhat different in early childhood, where input is
needed from a variety of sources traditionally thought not to be a part of the
educational system (i.e., Home Economics, Child Development, Nursing, Physical
Therapy, and Occupational Therapy). Further, programs for nonhandicapped
ehildren'underage five years (or kindergarten entrance age) are not part of
public school programs. 'Therefore, few states have certification standards ,
for teachers of nonhandicapped young Children. The exception is the Child
Development Associate credential that is used outside the public school system
in Head.Start, day care, and nursery schools%nd has a component related to
children with special needs. Standards for certification of teachers of young .
handicapped children have yily recently become' a source of interest (Trohanis ,
1981; Hirshoren, 1977).

ShOuldcredential-granting'agencies and t4e.educational profession
certify persOns Who do not have a general eductfion base but have completed a
cornpetency program? This question has raised concern in California where
suggested competencies were vieiTed by some as more reflective of the medical
moliel than of an educational model.

It is true that expert knowledge in early childhood special and regUlar
education frequently resides outside the public schools in agencies and insti-
tutions .from which edupators are unaccustomed to seeking advice. The now
familiar idea of multidiseiplinary staffing for young handicapped children
sets a precedent for geeking and accepting input on competencies from a broad
range of professionals from`varied fields.

In some states where competencies are used by state education agencies
for state certification, universities sometimes place a stronger emphasis on,
specific Competency content or function than their state certification re-
quires. For example, the proggam, at the University of Missouri places a

,

greater emphasis on parent inventment than do Missouri's state requirements.
Program administration issues so are yegarded as more-important by the Uni-
versity than by the state. 2

,
If competencies are to provide a base for State certification of early

childhood special edtfttion personnel, a rationale for selecting competencies
must be presented an the intent of the competency must be clear. Explana-
tions for choosing a particular set of competencies must be explicit.

2Perdonal communication, Sandra Gautt, January 22, 19)42.

-10-
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As a result of the competency-based movement (McHenry, 1b73), thgre have
been significant changes in state managebent procedures and in certification
of general and special educators. Strong movements toward competency-based
teacher certification are occurring in state education agencies in fest
,Virginia, California; Connecticut, and Wisconsin; Maihe also has been invOlved
in the processs of competency, development.

State level efforts to d,evelop certification tied to competencies often
run into snags at the university level. In one state, a group of early child-
hood professionals developed a set of competencies which presented a balance
of objectives pf -knowledge, skills, and attitudes. However, when the objec-

. tives were translated into college coursework, the coppetencies disintegrated
into an almost unrecognizat4 set ,of knowledge competencies with few applies-

c tion competencies remaining. The college competencies represented a tradi-
tional approach, to the problem rather than the 'intended competency-based
teacher education program.

Efforts to legitimiz e at the state level competencies that have been
developed in the field or at the university level encountep difficulties since
a _single program usually does not have enough political power to affect state
procedures. A group effort that begins with representatives from the state
department, from universities that wish to participate, and from selected
field sites demonstrates cooperatike effort and is a strong strategy.

_

'A

/

MOEM PROBLEMS AND SOME SOLUTIONS

l'

,

cA nimiper of practical problems must be solved if a CBTE program is to be
accepted i lieges and universities. The discrepancies between individual
rates of comietency attainment and the Usual course schedule must be resolved.
Students who take longer than one semester to complete the competencies iden-
tified in a particular course must be graded, according to most universities,
at the end of a period. Yet, according to CBTE assumptions, students may
acquire competencies at different rates. A system of granting "incompletes"
is inadequate but provides one response to the problem.

1

Organizing the delivery of the program so that it fits within the uni-
versity course structure .is imperative. Scheduling the student's work at
field sites is almost impossible-if courses not part of the CBTE progran also
are scheduled in the same semester. The needs of personnel at the field sites
are also important factors; student participation for two or four hours weekly
is not a benefit for a field-based supervising teacher. If a competency-based
program comprises the student's ,entire program for a specified time (for exam-
ple, two semesters), then scheduling of modules and field experiences is not
so difficult.

Faculty attitudes and behavior change slowly. There is an internal
conflict between the traditional delivery of content (i.e., lectures) and the
delivery method required to teach competencies. Faculty must be willing to
place responsibility for learning squarely upon the shoulders of the learners.
Faculty must also be willing to assume the role of facilitators in learning
experiences, rather than remaining center-stage, behind the lecture podium.

or 1 4 ..
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Furthe?, faculty must be willing to allow for indiyidual differences irtcompe-
tency attainment.

A determination of how com cies will be evaluated must be nreed.on
made public for both faculty d students. 't h ou g h some feetMt the

c mpetency, either is present or not present, others prefer to rate tiTe degree
of competency attainment exhibited by entry level irkdividuals compared to
master teaclies. This particular issue can be argued a number of different
ways and rWirs when new faculty members join a com entency-based team,. The
issue must be resolved if the CBTE program is to fu tion effectively. .

In order for students to move through a competency-based progra easily,
a number of instructional materials and learning package are needed. M ule
development is time-consuming, yet it taI5es no more time than does developin
a traditional course syllablis with handotits.

Record keeping is cumbersome in a CBTE program. Decisions mustbe in
place concerning the establishment of an effective record keeping system.

, Though lack of funds may be cited as a reason for maintaining-existing
traditional methods of teacher education, the development of a competency-
based system requires money Jess than it requireS cooperation and rnbtivation.
While many p`rograms have beren developed as a result of U.S. Department of Edu-
cation Pe o el Preparation grants in Special Education, competency-based
program c be developed within the existing structure, given interested,
knowlegea le, and enthusiastic faculty andadministrative support. Prefes- ,sional release time for competency. development would be ideal, but it is not
essential. Participation in a CBTE program can become a motivating, self-
renewing activity for university faculty.

In programs for young handicapped children, input from more than one'
university department is desirable, since competencies cut across traditional
academic disciplines! Sometimes it is easier for individual faculty members
from varying departments to cooperate on a program than it is to gain depart-
mental participation across colleges. A core of individuals who haVe an in-
vestment in the program is essential.

SUMMARY

Competencies can be Esed as a basis for teacher education programs, for
evaluation of teachers oil tee job, or as rating scales for self-evaluation.
In any case, their use holds great promise in The development of effective .4--
teachers of young handicapped children. Yet, competencies also present a
series of new problems.

As greater emphasis is placed on competencies in early childhood special
education, the need grows to gather existing data on CBTE for analysis and
comparison' A comprehensive summary of existing CBTE program content is
needed. There is no need to reinvent .descriptions and lists of competencies
that have already been developed elsewhere. Instead, we must determine_
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whether or not the competencies already developed through the consensus ap-
proach actually represent the critical behaviors that produce positive changes
in children. Use 'of a model-building approach to develop a competency-basted
program is 4 crucial next step. Sitice programs for young handicapped children
cut across a wide range of disciplines traditionally separate from education,
contributions from all disciplines must be incorporated into the competencies
identified for certification and training.
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